G-O WHITE LIGHT

Number of heads 1
Mounting Wall recessed
Lamps description Top LED 1.2W 105 lm 3000K CRI 90
Luminaire luminous flux See reference number
Voltage (V) 24
Environment Indoor, Outdoor
Notes Embedded light fixture for indoor use in all its finishes, except stainless steel which is suitable for outdoor use. Equipment (60.8495) for remote installation in an accessible place: it does not fit through the luminaire installation hole.

OPTICAL
Aiming Fixed
Light distribution symmetry Symmetric
Beam angle 74°

ELECTRICAL
Transformer availability Separate item
Transformer mounting Remote
Transformer type Electronic, Electronic dimmable DALI
Emergency Without
Insulation class Class III

PHYSICAL
Cutout diameter (mm) 40
Diameter (mm) 44
Recessed depth (mm) 56
Construction material Aluminium or Bronze or Stainless steel
Weight (kg) 0.20

G-O White Light designed by Jorge Herrera
Semi recessed signalling lamp for indoor use on ceiling/wall. Power supply not included. 1000 mm power cable included.

CERTIFICATIONS

09.3200.30A - 4lm White
09.3200.29A - 4lm Anodised aluminium
09.3200.55A - 4lm Stainless steel
09.3200.BZA - 4lm Bronze
09.3200.ANA - 4lm Anodised aluminium / Black
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**G-O White Light . Accessories**

**Power Supply**

- **60.8495**
  - Electronic transformer with constant voltage (24V) for LED. 20W
  - Electronic transformer with constant voltage (24V) for LED. 100/240V.
  - Maximum length of 15 mm² secondary conductor: 5

- **60.9157**
  - Electronic transformer with constant voltage (24V) for LED. 8W
  - Electronic transformer with constant voltage (24V) for LED. 8W, 110/240V, 50/60Hz.
  - Maximum length of 15 mm² secondary conductor: 5

**Mounting**

- **08.8422.00**
  - Prepared for recessing

  Housing for recessed installation made in anodised aluminium for outdoor installation.

**CERTIFICATIONS**

- CE
- EEC
- F
- GWT
- III
- IP 65
- Ø 850°
G-O White Light . Accessories

Electrical

60.8635
Dimmable Dali control unit with 1 channel for 24V LED modules
Power supply not included.

G-O White Light . Lamps

Top LED
Lamp category: LED
Socket: Special base
Lamp type: Top LED

CERTIFICATIONS